Some of the important features of the bands occur in the present study. The band called amide A is available in all the diseased and healthy controls and the frequency of the band ranges from 3380 cm −1 to 3480.74 cm −1 . The band due to C-H band and called hydrocarbon band was found only in paralytic and Alzheimer diseased along with normal healthy controls. Carbide band (C=C) is found only in Duchenne muscular dystrophy, paralytic and Alzheimer's disease patients. Amide I was intact in all disorders with normal persons. Peroxide band (O-O) was found in all the cases of study. Amide IV band was found in paralytic, muscular dystrophy, Alzheimer's diseases and normal controls. The amide V band was found in Alzheimer's diseases only. The appearance or disappearance of the bands is a good sign to understand the mechanisms at the molecular level. FTIR spectroscopy may help in the diagnosis of the disease at the early stage of the onset. This spectroscopy can be used nicely for the study of hair, vaginal fluid, nails, urine, mucus, semen, synovial fluid, blood, hemoproteins, skin, and tears for human beings. We can also use it to understand the effect of adulteration on food and paint technology. FTIR is an indicator to explore the changes occurring at molecular level.
tool used to detect common contaminants, molecular deformations and complexities in other biological fluids such as serum, plasma hemoglobin molecule, seminal fluid, vaginal fluid, synovial fluid, tears, saliva and Cerebro Spinal Fluid (CSF) and some other components such as nails, skin, and hair.
FTIR is based on the fundamental principle of molecular spectroscopy. This broad ranging area of physics and chemistry covers multitude experimental techniques.
We would like to give some facts regarding the principle of this technique. Specific molecules absorb light energy at specific wavelengths. These are called resonance frequencies. Water molecule (H 2 O) resonates around 3450 cm −1 (wave number in unit) in the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. FTIR spectrophotometer works by taking a very small quantity of the sample and introducing it to the infrared cell. A cell may be a pellet or liquid container. An infrared light source is fitted with this cell and illuminated by the source. A spectrograph is obtained and the range of the spectrum started from 4000 cm −1 to 400 cm −1 . The intensity of light transmitted through the sample is measured at each wave number allowing the amount of light absorbed by the sample to be studied. We can determine the exact spectrum of the desired sample by difference of the spectrum before and after the illumination of the infrared source of light. This is known as the infrared spectrum of the sample.
The resonance frequencies of a molecule are due to the presence of molecular functional groups specific to the molecule. A functional group is simply a group of two or more atoms bonded together in a specific way. In the water molecule (H 2 O) the functional group is O-H. This group contributes to the resonance frequency around 3450 cm −1 . It is quite possible to determine the presence of different molecules in the sample. It can be done by measuring the absorption at different wavelengths.
Whenever a resonance with one of the constituent molecules present in the sample is met, the amount of light absorbed increases or conversely the amount of light transmitted through the sample decreases. This is known as attenuation cell FTIR spectrophotometer.
FTIR is very useful for identifying chemicals that are either organic, inorganic or biological. It is used to quantitative some components of an unknown mixture. It can be applied to the analysis of solids, liquids and gases. The term FTIR refers to a fairly recent development in the manner in which the data is collected and converted from an interference pattern of a spectrum. This spectroscopy is the powerful tool for identifying types of chemical bonds (functional groups). The wavelength of light absorbed is characteristic of the chemical bond [1] .
A molecule has a number of fundamental vibrational frequencies and that each may be associated with absorption of radiation of its own frequency. There are 3N − 6 fundamental frequencies for a general molecule containing N atoms and for special molecules with degenerate frequencies, free internal rotations, etc. The frequency ranges from 100 cm −1 to 4000 cm −1 . The absorption bands generally lie in the infrared region. Absorption may occur at nonfundamental frequencies if two or more fundamental modes of vibration are excited simultaneously. The corresponding absorption is generally weak.
The infrared absorption spectrum of a complex molecule may show a large number of absorption bands of different intensities and with an irregular frequency pattern. Since the whole spectrum is characteristic of the molecule and no two species of molecule have exactly the same absorption pattern. We can use the spectra to identify compounds [2] .
The molecular vibrations associated with infrared absorption are strictly vibrations of the entire molecule. It happens that the distortion is largely confined to one section of the molecule. If this section recurs in different molecules, the associated infrared absorption will reappear at essentially the same frequency and approximately the same intensity. This happens so, reliably that the presence or absence of absorption at a particularly frequency can be used to infer the presence or absence of the chemical grouping concerned. The absence of groups is more reliably determined. Absorption in a certain region may arise from some unusual combination of groupings which would be separately transparent.
Such frequencies associated with chemical groupings are called characteristic group frequencies.
Basic Theory of Infrared Vibrational Spectroscopy
Theoretical details of infrared spectroscopy are given here. A vibrating diatomic molecule can be approximated to a linear harmonic oscillator, whose frequency of vibration can be calculated on the classical lines using New-ton's equation of motion [3] . A rigid diatomic molecule is shown in Figure 1 . If we suppose the bond distorted from its equilibrium length r e to a new length r. Restoring forces on each atom of a diatomic molecule can be calculated as.
( )
We know that ( )
Here k is known as force constant and it is a measure of the stiffness of the bond. r 1 and r 2 are the positions of atom 1 and 2 relative to the Centre of Mass (C. M.) of the molecule. We have consider a diatomic molecule with an internuclear distance r 0 . The molecule has a natural rotation about the axis through its centre of gravity C. The moment of inertia of the molecule is given here. 
Now we can write 
using Equation (3) and Equation (4) we can calculate 
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Since r e is constant its differentiation with respect to t will be zero. We can write ( ) 
If we put 0 e r r x − = and
m m x m m = + using Equation (11) .
Here x represent the displacement of the bond length from its equilibrium position. Now we can write Equation (11) 
Equation (14) is the Equation of Simple Harmonic Motion (S.H.M.) with frequency of vibration can be expressed in cm −1 . It is called wave number. Now
Vibrational energies, like other molecular energies are quantised. These are permitted energies for any particular system. It can be calculated from Schrödinger eqn. The eigen values for the energy of a linear harmonic oscillator are given here.
 is known as vibrational quantum number.
The force constant can be calculated as [4] has studied biological applications of infrared spectroscopy and lot of calculations made regarding the specifications of a particular bond.
By measuring at specific frequency over time, changes in the character or quantity of a particular bond can be measured. Schmit, J. et al. [5] have applied this technique to microbiol and material analysis and given the information regarding the functional groups within the sample. It will absorb the infrared radiation and vibrate in one of a number of ways, either stretching, bending, deformation or combination vibrations.
The intensities of the bands in the spectrum are proportional to the concentration of their respective functional groups.
Lambert-Beer's law shows 
Review of the Literature
Naumann, D. [6] has studied some ultra structural information on intact, living bacterial cells and related cellwall fragments by using this technique.
One of the strategies employed by the emergent science of metabolism is metabolic fingerprinting. It involves [7] have studied the rapid differentiation and identification of pathogenic bacteria using this spectroscopy and multivariate statistical analysis. They have given their views to develop a method. The method for measuring all of the infrared frequencies simultaneously was needed. The solution of this problem was developed. It is a well established and developing analytical method, which allows for rapid, high throughput, non-destructive analysis of a wide range of sample types.
Ellis, D. I. et al. [8] have studied metabolic profiling with the help of this spectroscopy and reported that the vibration in the wave number region 2800 cm -1 to 3050 cm -1 can be ascribed to CH 2 and CH 3 stretching vibrations from fatty acids. The vibrations in the region 1500 cm -1 to 1750 cm -1 are ascribed to C=O, N-H and C-N from proteins and peptides.
Krimm, S. et al. [9] have studied in detail the vibrational spectroscopy and provide a base for the conformation of peptides, polypeptides and proteins. Authors have given the ranges of amide bands for the conformation of the different types of proteins. They have shown that amide II band is a mixture of N-H bending vibration (40% -60%) and from the C-N stretching vibration (18% -40%). This band is very sensitive. Amide III and IV bands are very complex in nature resulting from a mixture of so many coordinate displacements. It has been seen that out of plane motions are found in amid V, VI and VII bands.
Amide A band is due to N-H stretching vibration. This mode of vibration does not depend on the backbone conformation but is very sensitive to the strength of a hydrogen bond. It has wave numbers between 3225 cm -1 and 3280 cm -1 for hydrogen bond lengths between 2.69 to 2.85 Ǻ. Amide I band the most intense absorption band in proteins. It is governed by the stretching vibrations of the C=O (70% -85%) and C-N groups (10% -20%). Its frequency is found in the range between 1600 cm -1 -1700 cm -1 . The exact band position is determined by the backbone conformation and the hydrogen bonding pattern. Amide II band results from the N-H bending vibration (40% -60%) and from the C-N stretching vibration (18% -40%). This band is conformationally sensitive. Amide III and amide IV are very complex bands resulting from a mixture of several coordinate displacements. The out of plane motions are found in amide V, VI and VI bands.
Movasoghi, et al. [10] have reviewed the literature and supplied the relevant informations regarding the peak position intensities and frequencies of the bands and provide a data base, which is useful in the field of research and industries globally.
Kong, J. et al. [11] have studied secondary structures of protein and given a detailed knowledge of spectroscopy of proteins. They have given their views as the quantitative estimation of protein secondary structures is based on the assumption that any protein can be considered as a linear sum of fundamental secondary structural elements. The percentage of every element is related to the spectral intensity. The molar absorptivity of C=O stretching vibration for each secondary structural element is same.
FTIR studies of proteins and peptides have been used in identifying characteristic frequencies and determination of relation to structures of protein molecule.
Venyaminov, S. Y. et al. [12] and Chiragadze, Y. N. et al. [13] have studied some amino acid residues such as arginine, asparagine, glutamine, aspartic and glutamic acids, lysine, tyrosine, histidine and phenylalanine. These residues have intensive absorption in the amide region using H 2 O solution to dissolve these residues. The quantitative estimation of amino acid side chain groups allows us to more refined analysis of secondary structures of polypeptides and proteins. Kanagathara, N. et al. [14] have studied FTIR and UV-visible spectral study on normal blood samples and found that the characteristic bands on infrared spectrum in the frequency ranges 3100 cm -1 -2800 cm -1 , 1800 cm -1 -1400 cm -1 and 1400 cm -1 -900 cm -1 for lipid, protein and carbohydrates respectively. Vibration band assignment has been also carried out on infrared spectrum of sera on comparing the position relative intensity and shape of the bands with the bands of related molecules. They have also detected a considerable difference in infrared absorbance of these biomolecules.
Gunasekaran, S. et al. [15] have studied FTIR spectral study on jaundice blood samples before and after treatment and found that on the interpretation of the spectra of jaundice blood samples provide a direct link to the assessment of the state of health of healthy person with respect to jaundice patients. They have also found that there are two most intense bands in the spectra of sera samples are amide I and amide II bands. These bands in spectrum of bilirubin are very strong and intense.
Gunasekaran, S. et al. [16] have studied FTIR and UV-visible study on normal and jaundice blood samples. They have shown that the lower wave number region starts with a very intensive amide I band at 1652 cm -1 . The deformation motion of the N-H group has dominant contribution in amide II band at 1543 cm -1 . There are few bands at 1455 cm -1 , 1403 cm -1 and 1314 cm -1 are less intensive and belong to additional vibrations of amino groups and alkyl side chains in proteins. The important band amide III for secondary structure determination is found in the region near 1300 cm -1 . Sankari, S. et al. [17] have studied serum immunoglobulins IgA, IgG and IgM of affected blood samples of multiple myeloma. They have observed that the spectral features were same as expected but the amount of absorption was decreased in IgG samples than that of normal healthy controls. They have measured five intensities ratio parameters such as R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 and R 5 among the prominent absorption peaks due to proteins. Authors concluded that the IgG and IgM have shown a decreasing pattern of level of absorption of the vibrational peaks whereas IgA exhibits increased pattern.
Choo, L. P. et al. [18] have studied neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in human brain and identification of these with FTIR spectroscopy. They have found a band at 1615 cm -1 in Alzheimer's diseased sample. This band is a characteristic of a protein in an aggregated state. The band arises from Beta A-4 amyloid protein.
They have 18q-grey matter spectra which showed increase intensity of phosphate bands in accordance with known hyperphorylation of proteins found in neurofibrillary tangles.
Shaw, R. A. et al. [19] have studied arthritis using synovial fluid as specimen for infrared spectrum analysis. Synovial fluid shows infrared absorption in 400 cm -1 to 2500 cm -1 range of frequencies. They have suggested that the near infrared spectrum of synovial fluid is sufficient to allow diagnosis of the disease affecting the joint from which the sample was drawn.
Tarbit, I. et al. [20] have examined amino acid composition of brain tissue and proved a useful examination. The change in γ-aminobutryic acid concentration was also found. It was highly increased in case of arginine. Authors have suggested that the trends toward increasing free amino acid may be related to an elevated rate of proteolysis.
Mann, D. M. A. et al. [21] have found a reduction in RNA and the volume of the nucleus indicate a decline in protein synthesis.
Benezzeddine, B. L. et al. [22] have studied validation for quantification of immunoglobulins by Fourier transform infrared spectrometry and found that there was a significant correlation between FTIR predicted concentration and the concentration obtained with the clinical reference method.
Smith, K. F. et al. [23] have studied β-sheet secondary structure of the trimeric globular domain of Clq of complement and collagen type VII and X using this spectroscopy. The Clq plays a key role in the recognition of immune complexes, due to this fact there is an initiation in the classical pathway of the complement activation. They have found that the spectrum of Clq showed two major bands at 1655 cm -1 and other at 1661 cm -1 . The spectra of collagen showed a major band at 1659 cm -1 . Two minor bands were also found at 1632 cm -1 and 1682 cm -1 . They have concluded that the Clq globular heads contain primarily β-sheet structure. Petibois, C. et al. [24] have studied plasma protein contents. They have analyzed albumin, glucose, fibrinogen, IgG(2), lactate, IgG(1), alpha (1) Pistorius, A. M. et al. [25] have monitored biomass composition from microbiological sources by using this sophisticated technique. They have determined protein, lipids, carbohydrate content, creatine phosphokinase, egg phosphatidyl choline and starch hydrolysate. Protein content was found at amide II band about 1545 cm -1 . Lipid content was determined due to C-H stretching vibrational frequencies between 2984 cm -1 and 2780 cm -1 . Carbohydrate content was determined using this methodology and found that due to C-O and C-O-C stretching band, at 1180 cm -1 and 1133 cm -1 . Karadenizli, A. et al. [26] have applied this technique to classify slime from staphylococci. They have succeeded in classification according to species three of four S. aureus samples and four of five S. epidermidis samples.
Toubas, D. et al. [27] have studied this spectroscopy in medical mycology to differentiate Candida. They have used 3 Candida species such as C. albieans, C. glabrate and C. krusei and succeeded in discrimination with each other. These are some types of fungal infections. Jiarong, W. et al. [28] have conformed protein secondary structure in some species of Fusarium cells under the influence of growth cultures and bodies. They have obtained the percentages of secondary structure components such as α-helix, β-sheet, turn, random coil and β-anti parallel. There was a structural diversity among different Fusarium species. Cell structure of fungi can also be studied with this sophisticated technique.
Issaksson, H. et al. [29] have used this spectroscopy to understand altered bone turnover in renal osteodystrophy. This dystrophy alters metabolic activity and remodeling rate of bone and may lead to different bone composition. They have measured ratios of phosphate to amide I, carbonate to phosphate and carbonate to amide I. Collagen cross link ratio was also measured.
Becker, K. et al. [30] have studied the dynamic changes in staphylococcus aureus small colony variants. They have used first derivative infrared spectra to calculate spectral distances; hierachical clustering based on spectral information resulted in a dendrogram with clear cut discrimination between Scvs and normal phenotypes.
Zwielly, A. et al. [31] have studied human colonic tissues and reported that the FTIR spectroscopy is a tool to discriminate the benign, premalignant and colonic polyps.
Dimitrova, M. et al. [32] have studied breast cancer tumors with the application of FTIR and reported that the quantitative analysis of the secondary structure in the amide I region showed different ratio of α-helix, β-sheet, β-turns, random coils. They have found bands in the case of muco-carcinoma in consequence of muco-glyeoprotein creation, which are characteristic bands 3400 cm -1 and 1300 cm -1 . Petibois, C. et al. [33] have studied plasma protein contents with the help of this spectroscopy. They have analyzed plasma proteins, lactate and urea and reported that their results agreed with obtained by clinical methods. They have also reported that the bands are found for different fractions of immunoglobulin G as 802 cm [34] have studied protein structure with the help of this spectroscopy. They have given their views such as this technique is very sensitive to the backbone, amide arrangement of peptide and protein molecules. The amide I band is a peculiar band which provides the most insight into secondary structure under biologically relevant conditions. Buijs, J. et al. [35] have studied change in secondary structure of adsorbed IgG and F(ab') 2 . They have shown that the adsorbed amounts decrease with an increasing net charge density on the protein for IgG. This decrease is correlated to a reduction in the β-sheet content which suggested that IgG molecules adsorb in a less compact conformation. The F(ab') 2 fragments have a higher structural stability toward adsorption than whole IgG molecule.
Marco, V. D. W. et al. [36] have studied protein conformation with the help of this technique. They have reported that changes in the amide bands in Fourier transform infrared spectra of proteins are attributed to alterations in protein secondary structure.
Their study revealed that the amid I, II and III, bands differ in their sensitivities to change in protein conformation. The bands in the region 1620 cm -1 to 1630 cm -1 and 1685 cm -1 to 1695 cm -1 were found in amide I region of aggregated protein spectra. No such type of absorption seen in amide II and III region. They concluded that amide I can be used to distinguish between intra and intermolecular β-sheet conformation.
Mackanos, M. A. et al. [37] have studied this spectroscopy for prostate cancer detection. They have found that biochemical changes associated with prostate cancer could be discriminated to classify confined and locally invasive prostate cancers.
Ebenstein, D. M. e. al. [38] have studied nanomechanical properties of calcification, fibrous, and hematoma from atherosclerotic plaques. They have used FTIR spectroscopy to quantify the amount of mineral and lipid in each tissue region. They have also shown that the stiffness of plaque tissue increases with increasing mineral content.
Jiang, Z. et al. [39] have studied urinary composition by infrared spectroscopy. They have shown that 37.4% patients were pure and 33.9% were most frequent calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate were 2.7% only. They concluded that pure stone was calcium oxalate.
Sossé, D. P. et al. [40] have studied gall stone using this technique and found that most gall stones were composed of pigment stones with relative large proportion of cholesterol stones. They have revealed that this technique is a method to determine quality and quantity of biochemical components of gall stones.
Renuga, D. T. S. et al. [41] have studied renal failure patients blood samples for FTIR analysis. They have calculated internal standard ratio among some selected specific absorption peaks. Their data were well supported by the clinical findings.
Haas, S. L. et al. [42] have studied myocardial infarction and heart failure. They have used artificial neural network algotherim with FTIR experimental findings in heart failure and myocardial infarction and concluded that FTIR spectroscopy is a tool to diagnose heart diseases from serum samples.
Malins, D. C. et al. [43] have studied progressive alterations in breast DNA with the help of this spectroscopy. They have used base model data with their spectral data and found that there is a high correlation between these two. This correlation is a predictor of breast cancer. Their results also suggest therapeutic strategies for potentially reversing the extent of DNA damage may be useful in disease prevention and treatment.
Elliolt, A. et al. [44] have studied structure of synthetic polypeptides. They have used methyl ester and found that components of C=O band with α and β forms at 1658 cm -1 and 1629 cm -1 respectively. The N-H deformation mode has two frequencies 1527 cm -1 and 1550 cm -1 showed a parallel and perpendicular dichroism corresponding to the β and α-forms.
Timasheff, S. N. et al. [45] have studied infrared investigation of the secondary structure of β-lactogobulins. They have shown that the amide I band due to C=O stretching is characterised by a sharp maxima at 1632 cm -1 and by pronounced skewness on the high frequency side, with weak but reproducible shoulders close to 1650 cm -1 and 1685 cm -1 . They have also found that the centre of amide II band was 1530 cm -1 . Their results indicate a prevalence of β conformation in the native structure of this protein.
Pauling, L. et al. [46] have studied configurations of polypeptide chains with favoured orientations around single bands. They have shown that 5.1 residue helix is a less stable configuration of polypeptide chains than the 3.7-residuce helix.
Susi, H. et al. [47] have studied protein structure and applied second derivative method to Fourier transform spectra of proteins such as ribonuclease A, hemoglobin and β-lactogobulins A and obtained spectra at 1350 cm -1 to 1800 cm -1 . They have also shown that observed peaks were associated with the α-helix, β-strands and turns. Krimm, S. et al. [48] have studied intermolecular interaction effects in the amide I vibrations of β polypeptides. The modification of the perturbation treatment of amide I modes has important implications for the analysis of peptide conformations in proteins by FTIR spectroscopy.
Miyazawa, T. [49] studied perturbation treatment of the characteristic vibrations of polypeptide chains in various configurations. He had pointed out that the amide I and II frequencies were derived in terms of adjacent group interactions as well as interchain and interchain hydrogen bonding interactions. Each characteristic vibration of the amide group gives rise to parallel and perpendicular bands. The parallel bands of α-helix of poly-γ-benzyl-L-glutamate were found at 1650 cm -1 (amide I), and 1516 cm -1 (amide II). The perpendicular bands were observed at 1652 cm -1 and 1546 cm -1 as amide I and II band respectively. Byler, D. M. et al. [50] have studied secondary structure of proteins. They have studied 21 globular proteins in D 2 O solution. Proteins are frequently referred to as having a certain fraction of helical structure and a certain fraction of extended β structure. The secondary structure of proteins in infrared spectrum is reflected by the amide I and amide II bands. Amide I absorbs around 1620 cm -1 to 1690 cm -1 . This band is associated with the stretching vibrations of peptide carbonyl groups. They have found that immunoglobulin G has 76% β structure and 9% α-helix. The protein such as α-actalbumin has 41% β structure with 33% α-helix, while β-lactogobulins has 50% β structure with 10% α-helix.
Mantsch, H. H. et al. [51] have studied resolution enhancement of the infrared spectra of biomolecules. Living things are composed of lifeless molecules. Biomolecules conform all the physical and chemical laws on isolation and individually examination. Biomolecules describe the behavior of inanimate matter. The use of infrared spectroscopy to study biomolecules in their natural aqueous environment has lagged behind that of other spectroscopic techniques. Large width of the individual absorption bands leads to highly complex band contours due to the overlap of several bands. This problem of overlapping has been solved by using FTIR spectroscopy to obtain information of biomolecules.
Proteins constitute the largest fraction of living matter in all types of cells. Most proteins serve as structural elements in cells and tissues. Many other biological functions are served by proteins, which are most versatile of all biomolecules.
Immunoglobulin G is a globular protein.
Materials and Methods
Blood samples of the epileptic children, migraineous, paralytic, Alzheimer's disease and muscular dystrophy patients along with normal healthy controls were collected from the Department of Neurology, I.H.B.A.S., New Delhi after the approval of ethical committee of the hospital. 10 ml. of freshly drawn blood was collected in siliconised screw capped test tubes. Separation of IgG was done by protein A sepharose method [52] . Samples were prepared for infrared spectroscopic measurements by taking about 1 mg of the human IgG which has been prepared in the Biotechnology laboratory of our college and 100 -150 mg of KBr grinded together, finally dried to remove moisture and pressed at elevated temperature under high pressure into a small disc. A clear pellet is obtained. The infrared spectra of prepared samples were recorded in the range from 400 cm -1 to 4000 cm -1 with single beam Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer, Perkin Elemer Model-1710. This instrument has the following units and features. IR source which had temperature established ceramic source operating at 1400 K. The abscissa accuracy and ordinate precision are 0.01 cm -1 and 0.1% T, respectively. This instrument has a resolution of 1 cm -1 to 64 cm -1 [1 cm -1 with a memory option fitted]. The ambient temperature and relative humidity are 15°C to 35°C and 75% max, respectively. There are three units, which are given here: 1) centre processing unit 2) cathode ray tube and 3) fast recovery deuterated triglyceride sulphate detector.
Results
Typical FTIR spectra of different diseases such as epilepsy, migraine, paraplegia, DMD and Alzheimer's disease with normals are shown in Figures 3 to 8 . Comparative chart of the vibrational frequencies and force constants with probable assignment obtained from the different spectra of IgG of diseased and normal healthy persons is given here in Table A1 in Appendix. We are giving here some of the main features of infrared band present in the protein structure in Table A2 in Appendix. We are showing here important features of infrared band present in protein structure such as immunoglobulin G of the present work in Table A3 in Appendix. We are giving here amide I band frequency and assignments to the secondary structure of proteins by Dong, A. et al. [53] in Table A4 in Appendix. We are giving here characteristic side chain frequencies of amino acid residues by Krimm, S. et al. [9] in Table A5 in Appendix.
Discussion
Abaturov L. V. et al. [54] have reported the observed frequencies of four amide bands of IgG, its peptide chains and proteolytic fragments. The frequencies and the shape of the amide bands of sulfonated IgG and F(ab') 2 fragment were identical to those of the complete molecule. Position of the band maximum e.g. namely amide I, amide II, amide A and amide B in IgG, light chain of IgG and F ab fragments of IgG have been found to be 1644 cm -1 , 1550 cm -1 , 3295 cm -1 and 3055 cm -1 respectively. Amide A and Amide I bands are intact and found in all diseased and normal samples. Amide II band is found in two cases of paralysis and one case of epilepsy and migraine. This band was absent in DMD, Alzheimer's disease and controls. Amide IV band is found in some cases of DMD, Alzheimer's disease and normal samples only. This band is absent in epilepsy, migraine and paralysis samples. Amide V band is found in some cases of paralysis and normal samples only. No trace of this band was found in epilepsy, migraine, DMD and Alzhei- mer's disease cases.
Amide VI band is found in two case of Alzheimer's disease and normals. Amide VI band is absent in epilepsy, migraine, paralysis and DMD also. Carbide compound is found in paralysis, Alzheimer's disease, DMD and normals only. This compound was absent in epilepsy and migraine samples. Hydrocarbon (C-H) band is found in paralysis, Alzheimer's disease and normals only. This band is absent in DMD, epilepsy and migraine. Peroxide compound is found in all the diseases and normals. On the bases of FTIR findings we have found some bands which are completely absent in diseases compared to normal healthy persons and some bands are found in all the cases. We can say that the structure of IgG was not completely disturbed and partially damaged and many other methods of different techniques of science may be applied to maintain the structure of IgG. Some clinical and medicinal procedures may be fruitful for the safe recovery of the structure. Now further directions of research are needed to study more. The complex shape and asymmetry of Amide I band are indications of high heterogenicity of the secondary structure of IgG. The maxima of this band (1644 cm -1 ) arises due to irregular conformation and the shoulder (1637 cm -1 ) observed with the better resolution appears due to β-structure. The inflexion at 1665 cm -1 shows the presence of an irregular and β-conformations as the major elements of the secondary structure of IgG. The band frequencies of the papain fragments of IgG are almost identical to the intact IgG molecule. However, we notice a little difference in the shape of the amide I band. This band possesses greater half-width in the infrared spectrum of the F c fragment; compared to the full IgG and the F ab fragments. The shape of the amide II band in the infrared spectra of the F ab and F c fragments is very near to the full IgG. There are no strong differences in the position and in the shape of the amide bands of IgG as compared with both of the papain fragments.
The technique of spectroscopy has used for study the secondary structures of polypeptides and proteins. Krimm, S. et al. [9] have given a proof of nine characteristic vibrational bands or group frequencies that arise from the amide groups of protein. Among them, the amide I band (1700 cm -1 to 1620 cm -1 ) is due to C=O stretching vibration of the peptide linkages that constitute the backbone structure. The another intense absorption band is amide II band (1600 cm -1 to 1500 cm -1 ) due to an out-of-phase combination of N-H in plane bending and C-N stretching vibrations of peptide groups has been used for determination of protein structures. There is a peculear feature is high sensitivity to small variations in molecular geometry and hydrogen bonding makes amide I band uniquely very useful for analyzing protein secondary structures and monitoring the conformational changes in proteins that involve secondary structure. Each type of secondary structure gives rise to a different C=O stretch frequency in the amide I region of the infrared spectra. 
Conclusions
Some amino acid residues, especially arginine, asparagines, glutamine, asparatic and glutamic acids, lysine, tyrosine, histidine and phenylaline have very fast absorption in the amide band region.
Many diseases generate specific changes in the metabolic pattern of blood or other body fluids. These changes may produce particular spectroscopic indications, which can be used for identification and classification of the diseases in seconds to minutes.
In the present work we have succeeded in identifying the basic atomic level transformations occurring in different neurological disturbances. It is possible, on the basis of our investigations to use this technique for differential diagnosis of the various pathological disorders and to some extent the stage of the disease. It has already been pointed out that the infrared spectra exhibit the presence of specific bands peculiar to a particular disease such as epilepsy, migraine, headache, paraplegia, Alzheimer's disease and muscular dystrophy as compared to the normal samples.
The FTIR experimental findings show that the stability of the secondary structure in these neurological perturbations is completely disturbed. 
